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Rev. Cindy Worthington-Berry 
United Church of Christ, Boxborough 
April 28, 2013 
Reading Between the Lines:  Homosexuality and the Bible 
 
Let us pray… 
 
 
Here are some rules from the bible that may or may not be familiar to you: 
- “You shall not sow your field with two kinds of seeds” (No hybrid plants - 
Leviticus 19:19). 
- “You shall not put on a garment made of two different materials” (No 
polyester blends, no wool jackets with cotton shirts - Leviticus 19:19). 
- You shall not round off the hair on your temples or mar the edges of your 
beard (Don't cut your hair or shave - Leviticus 19:27). 
- People who have itching diseases, or are blind or lame, cannot go to an 
altar of God (Forget handicap accessibility - Leviticus 21:17-18). 
- You shall not keep for yourself the wages of a laborer until morning (No 
bi-weekly pay periods - Leviticus 19:13). 
- A believer shall not go to court against another believer (Christians can’t 
sue Christians – 1 Corinthians 6) 
- Jesus said, “Whoever has two coats must share with anyone who has 
none; and whoever has food must do likewise.” (I checked, I own at least 
four coats - Luke 3:11). 
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- And here are some of the things punishable by death: 
Cursing your parents, being a medium or wizard, adultery, cursing God, 
suggesting someone worship another God, being part of another religion 
(anything but Judaism, in that case). 
 
This morning, we’re going to look at what the bible says about 
homosexuality.  As you may recall, UCCB is in the midst of the Open and 
Affirming process set out by our denomination, the United Church of Christ, 
as we consider whether or not we want to be formally and officially 
identified as a congregation that is fully open and welcoming to people of 
all sexual orientations and identities.  After worship all are invited to a bible 
study right here in the New Sanctuary facilitated by the ONA Team.  Come 
respond to the sermon and share your thoughts and ideas about the bible 
and ONA.   
 
While I am not an official member of the ONA team, I wanted to do this 
sermon because I feel it is very important to look at what the bible says 
about homosexuality.  I recognize that we have a variety of views on the 
bible, and a variety of views on sexual orientation, and so lots of variety 
around the intersection of the bible and homosexuality: 
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- For some of us, what the bible says on a particular subject is of great 
importance, and we struggle with those places where our experiences 
diverge from the bible, and so studying what the bible says about 
homosexuality is critical.   

- For others, the bible is a spiritual resource, but one among many, and we 
have no problem picking and choosing which biblical tenets we follow, so 
we might approach those texts that deal with homosexuality with curiosity 
but no urgency.   

- For still others of us, the bible matters not at all, or we even have negative 
associations with it based on how it has been used to oppress others in 
history.  If that describes your perspective, you might feel that this sermon 
has no relevance for you.  However, in this culture the bible is frequently 
quoted as a primary resource for the establishment of attitudes and laws 
related to those who are gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender.  In order 
to participate in a cultural dialogue about this most important issue, it is 
necessary to be familiar with the biblical perspective.  

 
This isn’t a sermon on how to approach biblical texts in general – that’s a 
future sermon.  However, it may be useful to briefly describe my 
perspective on the bible.   
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- The bible is a collection of texts written over time by a variety of 
individuals as they sought to describe and share their experiences of God.   

- In the bible we find poetry, story, legal text, and worship elements – the 
passages reflect the historical, sociological and religious context in which 
the authors were writing.   

- The bible has lots to say about God but, in my view, is not written by God.  
In Jewish tradition, the commentaries that scholars have written about the 
Hebrew scriptures over the years actually become part of the text, 
reflecting that the community develops new understanding over time and 
that the new understanding is valued alongside the old.  I wish Christian 
tradition had followed a similar practice.  I, for one, agree with the United 
Church of Christ’s tagline, “God is still speaking”, as well as George 
Rawson’s hymn from 1850, “God hath yet more light and truth to break 
forth from the Word”.  So while I personally value the biblical texts as a 
spiritual resource and love to wrestle with the more challenging verses, I 
do not find the bible to be the final or most authoritative voice on how I live 
and what I believe and the nature of my relationship with God. 

 
Are you ready to get to the actual passages yet?  Well, one more thing.  In 
the interest of full disclosure, I read a whole bunch of essays for this 
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sermon, as I didn’t want to trust my memory from seminary.  A lot of these 
materials are available from the ONA team, so you are welcome to read 
them yourself.  Not surprisingly, the essays have some overlapping points, 
but plenty of diversity as well.  I’ve chosen those points that I thought were 
best argued, which means you are getting my perspective on things.  As 
always, I invite you to open your heart and mind to what I have to share, 
but be ready to wrestle with these concepts to come to your own 
conclusions. My bias will be quickly identified:  I believe that the bible does 
not have much to say about mutual, loving, adult same sex relationships. 
 
According to my research, there are, at most, six passages in the Hebrew 
and Christian scriptures that address homosexuality – half are in the 
Hebrew scriptures, half in the Christian, and none are in the Gospels, the 
first four books of the Christian scriptures that contain the teachings and life 
story of Jesus.  Scholars have concrete reasons for declaring that three of 
these passages aren’t really about homosexual relationships at all, so we’ll 
start with those. 
 
The first passage is in the first book of the bible, Genesis 19.  It’s also the 
longest.   
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Genesis 19:1 
The two angels came to Sodom in the evening, and Lot was sitting in the 
gateway of Sodom. When Lot saw them, he rose to meet them, and 
bowed down with his face to the ground. 2He said, ‘Please, my lords, 
turn aside to your servant’s house and spend the night, and wash your 
feet; then you can rise early and go on your way.’ They said, ‘No; we will 
spend the night in the square.’ 3But he urged them strongly; so they 
turned aside to him and entered his house; and he made them a feast, 
and baked unleavened bread, and they ate. 4But before they lay down, 
the men of the city, the men of Sodom, both young and old, all the 
people to the last man, surrounded the house; 5and they called to Lot, 
‘Where are the men who came to you tonight? Bring them out to us, so 
that we may know them.’ 6Lot went out of the door to the men, shut the 
door after him, 7and said, ‘I beg you, my brothers, do not act so 
wickedly. 8Look, I have two daughters who have not known a man; let 
me bring them out to you, and do to them as you please; only do nothing 
to these men, for they have come under the shelter of my roof.’ 9But 
they replied, ‘Stand back!’ And they said, ‘This fellow came here as an 
alien, and he would play the judge! Now we will deal worse with you 
than with them.’ Then they pressed hard against the man Lot, and came 
near the door to break it down. 10But the men inside reached out their 
hands and brought Lot into the house with them, and shut the door. 
11And they struck with blindness the men who were at the door of the 
house, both small and great, so that they were unable to find the door. 
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This is a terrible story, it’s virtually impossible for me to find any “good 
news” in here, as either angels or young girls are going to be violated.  But 
scholars who place this in historical context say that this is not a story 
about homosexuality, but hospitality, greed and violence.  In ancient times, 
the laws around hospitality to the stranger were held in high regard – if 
hospitality was not offered to travelers in a desert land, they would die, thus 
proper hospitality became a matter of survival.  But Sodom was a wealthy 
town, and in an effort to protect their wealth the citizens refused to host 
travelers.  In the story Lot, who was recently a traveler himself, has offered 
hospitality to two travelers who happen to be angels.  But all the men of the 
village come to Lot’s house prepared to attempt to check their credentials 
OR violently rape the men, depending on the translation.  The latter 
behavior was used to humiliate enemies and those conquered in war.  Lot 
is seeking to uphold his role as host and prevent the men from being dealt 
with violently.  There is nothing in this passage about a mutual, loving 
relationship between adults.  Sadly, there is also evidence in this passage 
of the ancient view of women – objects, chattel to be used by the men who 
“own” them.  Lot would rather give up his daughters than break the laws of 
hospitality.  Thankfully we wouldn’t accept that perspective today. 
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The second and third passages are from Leviticus.  We’ll come back to 
those in a moment.  But first, let’s jump to Paul’s first letter to the 
Corinthians. 

1 Corinthians 6:9 
9 Do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God? 
Do not be deceived! Fornicators, idolaters, adulterers, male prostitutes, 
sodomites, 10thieves, the greedy, drunkards, revilers, robbers—none of 
these will inherit the kingdom of God. 

 
In a similar vein, this excerpt from the first letter of Timothy. 

1 Timothy 1:9 – 10 
8 Now we know that the law is good, if one uses it legitimately. 9This 
means understanding that the law is laid down not for the innocent but 
for the lawless and disobedient, for the godless and sinful, for the unholy 
and profane, for those who kill their father or mother, for murderers, 
10fornicators, sodomites, slave-traders, liars, perjurers, and whatever 
else is contrary to the sound teaching 11that conforms to the glorious 
gospel of the blessed God, which he entrusted to me. 

 
These two passages contain lists of “bad” people, people who will not be 
part of God’s kin-dom, people who need specific holy laws to follow 
otherwise they’d misbehave.  For our purposes we’re focused on the terms 
“male prostitutes” and “sodomites”, and scholars say we need to go back to 
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the original Greek.  The words that were translated as “male prostitutes” 
and “sodomites” have long confused translators.  The best guess is that the 
terms refer to boys who had been brought into prostitution and the adults 
who patronized them.  There were religious groups, “cults” of the time, that 
included sex with young boys as part of their practices.  So, scholars say, 
the authors of these letters might have been speaking against prostitution, 
pedophilia, and / or cultic worship, but most likely were not talking about 
loving relationships between two adults of the same gender. 
 
Now let’s look at the three remaining passages.  First, two passages from 
Leviticus, in the Hebrew scriptures. 

Leviticus 18:22 
You shall not lie with a male as with a woman; it is an abomination. 
Leviticus 20:13 
If a man lies with a male as with a woman, both of them have committed 
an abomination; they shall be put to death; their blood is upon them. 
 

I read a variety of interpretations about these passages.  You could 
attribute the condemnation of “men lying with men” as a way of 
condemning cultic worship as already mentioned.  In another perspective, 
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scholars point to the ancient belief that semen alone was sufficient to 
create pregnancy, and so the “spilling of semen” for any non-procreative 
purpose was seen in the same light as abortion or murder.  Scholars also 
observe that these passages only talk about men, not women, in same-sex 
relationships.  They believe that this is a sign of the patriarchy of the time.  
The typical sexual relationship was between a dominant male and a 
subordinate female.  If a man puts himself in the subordinate female role, 
he is degrading himself, unacceptable in the terms of patriarchy. 
 
But let’s add to this discussion the last passage from the New Testament, 
in Paul’s letter to the Romans. 

Romans 1:26 – 27 
26 For this reason God gave them up to degrading passions. Their 
women exchanged natural intercourse for unnatural, 27and in the 
same way also the men, giving up natural intercourse with women, 
were consumed with passion for one another. Men committed 
shameless acts with men and received in their own persons the due 
penalty for their error. 

 
Now women are thrown into the mix.  Scholars agree that Paul, in this 
section of his letter to the church in Rome, was concerned with  
“overwhelming passions” that were leading people to act contrary to nature, 
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to commit shameless acts.  So Paul was thinking that everyone is born 
heterosexual, but if people got caught up in passion, in lust, they might act 
contrary to nature, “giving up” their “natural” orientation.  On the passion 
front, let’s not forget that Paul thought sex in general was a bad idea, but if 
it couldn’t be helped, it should at least be confined to marriage. 
 
Now, while I’ve given you some context and some possible interpretations 
for those two passages from Leviticus and one from Romans, we cannot 
escape the fact that these three passages do indeed condemn 
homosexuality.  There is no way to interpret away the Leviticus charge that 
people committing homosexual acts are to be executed.  Now what? 
 
Perhaps you’ve heard the refrain, “The bible says it, I believe it, that settles 
it.”  We have three passages in the Hebrew and Christian scriptures that 
condemn heterosexual acts.  For some, that will be enough to likewise 
condemn loving, mutual relationships between adults of the same gender.  
However, they will have to find ways to explain why we no longer believe in 
enslaving other human beings, despite more than 75 references in the 
Hebrew and Christian scriptures that presume slavery and do not oppose it.  
And they might need to deal with the biblical attitude toward women, from 
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the command that women not speak in church and never teach men, to the 
view of women as objects that men can deal with as they like, including 
sexually.  Not to mention all the rules that I listed at the beginning, about 
shaving and cursing and such. 
 
Folks who use the bible in this way will also have to deal with the fact that 
the bible talks about money about 800 times – Jesus, Moses, prophets and 
apostles care less about who we’re sleeping with than how we’re spending 
our cash.  The Hebrew scriptures alone contain 112 references about the 
care a community must provide for the widow, orphan, alien and stranger.  
Biblical texts spend a lot more ink on condemning rich people than gay 
people, but we don’t hear much about that on talk radio.  Clearly we are 
somewhat arbitrary in our society when it comes to deciding which laws 
and teachings from the bible still hold, and which are irrelevant to us today.   
 
Scholar Walter Wink puts it this way:  “The bible has no sexual ethic.  
There is no biblical sex ethic.  The bible knows only a love ethic, which is 
constantly being brought to bear on whatever sexual mores are dominant in 
any given country, or culture, or period.”  Another scholar, Robin Scroggs, 
writes, “Biblical judgments against homosexuality are not relevant to 
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today’s debate…not because the bible is not authoritative, but simply 
because it does not address the issues involved.”  The bible is not a book 
about sex in the same way that it is not a book about farming, no matter 
how instructive the Parable of the Sower might be.  But the bible is a book 
about justice and compassion, a narrative about the many ways in which 
God makes God’s self known, a challenge to us to be constantly striving to 
build the beloved community in our world. 
 
As I mentioned, Jesus doesn’t say a single thing about homosexuality.  In 
my view, that is a deafening silence.  What Jesus does talk about a great 
deal is God’s presence with the outcaste – the tax collector, the prostitute, 
the leper, the thief.  Jesus says that the most important commandment is to 
love God, and our neighbor as ourselves, with no conditions on the 
demographics of our neighbor.  In fact, Jesus invites his audience to 
consider the people we’d tend to like the least, and remember that they, 
most of all, are our neighbors.  Jesus tells the people that when they clothe 
or feed or visit the people at the bottom of society, it is like they are clothing 
/ feeding / visiting Jesus himself.  Of course, I’m now doing biblical 
interpretation, connecting a 2000 year old text to contemporary issues. 
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When I was in seminary, a friend who was deeply religious and very 
reflective shared with me his view that I was making a mistake by pursuing 
ordained ministry.  He pointed to those parts of the bible that specifically 
forbid women from participating in church leadership.  I could have given 
him a lecture about patriarchy, but I responded with my heart instead of my 
head.  I told him that I completely recognized that in the next life it might be 
revealed that I was mistaken in disregarding those passages about 
obedient women when I treasure other verses of the bible.  However, the 
bible was certainly not the only, nor the most powerful, way I had of 
encountering God.  I had experienced God, in my own life, as an all-loving 
force, and rules about who-should-sit-where-in-church seemed pretty 
irrelevant to that force.  Plus, during some very difficult times in my life, my 
relationship with the God that I saw as infinite love is what saved me – the 
God that I experienced and believed in wouldn’t make rules like women 
can’t speak in church.  If there was such a God, I wasn’t interested in 
believing in “Him”.  I’d take my chances on this loving God I knew. 
 
In the same way, someone can point to these three verses, two in the 
Hebrew scriptures and one in the Christian, and say “The bible says 
homosexuality is wrong!”  And we can start an argument about the 
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perspective of the time, and what science has learned about the lack of 
choice in sexual orientation, and point out how much more the bible cared 
about justice than sex, except when addressing justice in sexual 
relationships.  But once we finish the theoretical debate, I hope we would 
then move away from the bible we read toward the God we know.  In my 
view, a god who would cast someone out for who they loved would not be a 
god worth believing in.  But the God who loves us as we are, the God who 
sides with the powerless, the God who is part of every living thing, the God 
whose own heart breaks at our pain, the God who draws us together to 
create a beloved community…  That God, I believe, is an open and 
affirming God.  I look forward to hearing your thoughts.  Amen. 
 


